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Key Points:
 imaging of rift related volcanic processes at the Namibian margin through joint analysis 
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 3D inversion of marine magnetotelluric data is improved by cross-gradient coupling with 
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Abstract
Integration of multiple geophysical methods in combined data analysis is a key practice to reduce
model uncertainties and enhance geological interpretations. Electrical resistivity models resulting
from inversion of marine magnetotelluric (MT) data, often lack depth resolution of lithological 
boundaries, and distinct information for shallow model parts. This is due to the nature of the 
physics i.e. diffusive method, model regularization during inversion, and survey setup i.e. large 
station spacing and missing high frequency data. Thus, integrating data or models to constrain 
layer thicknesses or structural boundaries is an effective approach to derive better constrained, 
more detailed resistivity models. We investigate the different impacts of three cross-gradient 
coupled constraints on 3D MT inversion of data from the Namibian passive continental margin. 
The three constraints are a) coupling with a fixed structural density model; b) coupling with 
satellite gravity data; c) coupling with a fixed gradient velocity model. Here we show that 
coupling with a fixed model (a and c) improves the resistivity model most. Shallow conductors 
imaging sediment cover are confined to a thinner layer in the resulting resistivity models 
compared to the MT-only model. Additionally these constraints help to suppress vertical 
smearing of a conductive anomaly attributed to a fracture zone, and clearly show that the 
seismically imaged Moho is not accompanied by a change in electrical resistivity. All of these 
observations aid interpretation of an Earth model indicating involvement of a plume impact in 
continental break-up during the early Cretaceous. 
1 Introduction
Different geophysical data describe different physical properties of the Earth that are not 
necessarily dependent on each other. Electromagnetic data depend on the electrical resistivity of 
the subsurface, gravity data on density variations, and seismic data on seismic velocity and 
density variations. Normally, there are many physical parameter models that fit the observed 
data, because there are fewer measurements than necessary to derive a unique model, i.e. the 
problem is under-constrained and the measured data are associated with errors. Also, the 
governing physics may limit the various geophysical methods, e.g. diffusive methods such as 
electromagnetic measurements cannot resolve sharp boundaries, gravity data have a limited 
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distances. As a result, simplified (1D, 2D and/or smoothed) earth models are used both as a 
starting and end point in the geophysical data evaluation. For these reasons, interpreters are 
always confronted with ambiguity when analyzing physical parameter models arising from 
different geophysical data. 
There are two approaches for deriving Earth models from observed data: iterative 
forward modeling and inversions. The first describes techniques, where the theoretical data 
responses are calculated for a constructed physical parameter model with a given measurement 
geometry (e.g. Götze & Lahmeyer, 1988; Zelt, 1999). The parameter model construction heavily 
depends on the experience and expertise of the interpreter. The difference between the observed 
data and the calculated forward modeling result is usually quantified as the so-called data misfit. 
The misfit is a measure how well the physical model represents the observed data. An inversion 
describes a procedure in which a physical parameter model is calculated automatically in form of
an optimization problem (Tarantola, 2005). This requires the formulation of a so-called objective
function which mathematically describes the desired properties of the resulting model. Typical 
objective functions consist of three terms. First, there is a data misfit term that describes how 
well the final model is consistent with the observed data. Then there is a regularization term 
which keeps the model simple, for example by reducing spatial parameter variations and 
suppressing the influence of noisy data. Finally, if multiple physical parameters are involved, a 
coupling term describes the relationship between those parameters (e.g. Moorkamp, 2017). 
Either stochastic or deterministic methods are used to identify the minima of objective function. 
Stochastic methods sample the entire possible solution space and yield a probability distribution 
for all model parameters that fit the data. These methods have the advantage that a global 
minimum can be distinguished from a local minimum and offers the possibility to a) identify 
error bars on the physical parameter model values fitting the data, hence evaluate the resolution 
of model features and b) identify correlations between model parameters.  However, for large 
problems with many model parameters, stochastic approaches requiring many forward 
calculations are computationally highly expensive (Mosegaard & Tarantola, 1995; Ulrych et al., 
2001). Also, for complex models the results are difficult to visualize or analyze. Deterministic 
inversion methods solve iteratively the inverse problem from a given starting model. First, the 
value of the objective function and its associated gradient with respect to the model parameters 
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adjustment that reduces the value of the objective function. The procedure is repeated until a 
final minimum misfit is reached (Nocedal & Wright, 2006; Tarantola, 2005). The advantage of a 
deterministic procedure is that it requires a small number of forward calculations and that it is 
therefore - compared to stochastic methods - numerically cheap. However, there are a number of 
disadvantages associated with this methodology: a) the local search procedure does not provide 
information whether the resulting minimum misfit model is associated with a local or global 
minimum;  b) the resulting best fitting model often depends on the starting model, particularly 
for low resolution geophysical methods or large number of model parameters; and c) there is 
limited information on the resolution of the model parameters.
Additional constraints to the inversion of geophysical data may help to increase the 
plausibility of the resulting models, limit the solution space, and decrease the ambiguity of 
models. In this paper we refer to all different ways to conduct this integration as “joint 
inversion”, where the resulting Earth model is required to explain several data sets or models at 
once. The constraints can either be applied by integrating an additional geophysical data set in 
the inversion procedure (Günther & Rücker, 2006; Heincke et al., 2017; Moorkamp, 2017; Shi et
al., 2017) or by integrating a physical Earth model that was derived independently from another 
geophysical data set (Bedrosian, 2007; Kalscheuer et al., 2015; Mandolesi & Jones, 2014; Zhou 
et al., 2015), which is sometimes called cooperative inversion. Joint inversion can either be 
applied to different geophysical data sets depending on the same physical parameters, i.e. 
electrical resistivity (Candansayar & Tezkan, 2008) or seismic velocities (Parolai et al., 2005), or
on a combination of data sets that measure different physical parameters (Günther & Rücker, 
2006; Heincke et al., 2017; Moorkamp, 2017; Shi et al., 2017). A link in joint inversion for the 
latter can either be enforced by assuming a parameter relationship between physical parameters 
or by requiring a similar structure, i.e. enforcing changes in the physical parameters at the same 
spatial position in the different physical parameter models (e.g., Gallardo & Meju, 2003; 
Moorkamp, 2017).
In this paper, we apply different joint inversion schemes to data sets acquired along the 
Namibian continental margin (Figure 1). The passive margin setting is well suited for joint data 
analysis because of a high variability in lithology and physical properties. Complex geological 
processes during the opening of the South Atlantic such as extension, crustal breakup and mantle
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melting, magma accumulation and volcanism led to various magmatic and volcanic structures. 
Post-break-up cooling and subsidence have affected the margin, for example by controlling the 
location of sedimentary depocenters. Parameters such as mineral composition, porosity, fluid 
content, and ambient temperature of the geological features affect the measurable physical 
properties such as seismic velocity, resistivity, or density. Therefore, the geological processes 
that led to variations in these parameters can be investigated using different geophysical data 
sets.
A wide range of different geophysical surveys have been carried out along the Namibian 
Margin. They image the crustal- and upper mantle structure both on- and offshore to investigate 
the break-up related features. Seismic studies revealed magmatic geological features such as the 
hot spot trail Walvis Ridge, seaward dipping reflectors caused during the initial subaerial stage 
of break-up volcanism (Gladczenko et al., 1998; Elliot et al., 2009), lower crustal high velocity 
bodies interpreted as magmatic underplating (Bauer et al., 2000; Gladczenko et al., 1998; Planert
et al., 2016) ,high vP/vS ratio, (Heit et al., 2015), and thickened oceanic crust caused by the late 
stage of break-up volcanism (Fromm et al., 2017). The gravity modeling study by Maystrenko et 
al. (2013) imaged high density  lower crustal intrusions. Inversion of magnetotelluric (MT) data 
by Kapinos et al. (2016) and Jegen et al. (2016) shows high resistivities in the middle and deep 
crust indicative of magmatic processes. While all of these models show similarity concerning the
lateral extent of imaged magmatic features, little coherence exists concerning the vertical extent 
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Figure 1. Overview map of geological and geophysical features along the Namibian coast. Large 
scale tectonic features are the Walvis Ridge and Kaoko Belt. Blue areas show the extent of the 
continental flood basalts. Green areas are sedimentary basins. FFZ (Florianopolis Fracture Zone) 
and COB (continent-ocean boundary) are taken from Fromm et al. (2015) and Gladczenko et al. 
(1998), respectively and the SDR extent is a combination of Elliott et al. (2009), Bauer & 
Schulze (1996) and Gladczenko et al. (1998). Orange color marks evidences for magmatic 
underplating. The circular shapes onshore mark the high vp/vs structures by Heit et al. (2015), 
light orange profile lines are the thickened crust and high velocity lower crustal bodies identified 
by Fromm et al. (2015) and Planert et al. (2016); and the dark orange profiles are the high 
velocity lower crustal bodies determined by Gladczenko et al. (1998). Green lines are two 
seismic profiles interpreted by Goslin et al. (1974). Red stars with numbers show the positions of
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Of all these available data, the MT measurements are the only dataset with both 3D 
coverage and depth resolution. They also have the largest depth penetration. However, 
magnetotelluric responses are governed by a diffusive equation, and the method’s spatial 
resolution is limited. Thus, there is a large range of resistivity models which fit the MT data. 
Since 3D deterministic inversion of the MT data only yields one 3D resistivity model, a 
verification that this possible solution is closest to the true Earth model requires input of 
additional information. Options for this verification are limited by the fact that other geophysical 
data and parameter models that may be used for joint inversion also have disadvantages. For 
example the aforementioned seismic data are only available in 2D and only image down to the 
Moho. Furthermore, the results are based on several different data analysis methods, e.g. Fromm 
et al. (2017) used forward velocity- and gravity modeling while Planert et al. (2016) performed 
2D tomographic inversion. The gravity data yield 3D models, but have very little depth 
sensitivity. Therefore, comparison of the resulting physical models is difficult. They have 
different spatial resolution and sensitivities, and they cover different scales. A combination of all 
these data should nevertheless improve interpretation and resolve an Earth model closest to the 
“true model”, because the advantages of the different methods may partly compensate the 
disadvantages and ambiguities of other methods. In this paper we present a study combining the 
MT inversion with other acquired geophysical data in joint inversion approaches in order to limit
the model solution space and test the feasibility of features observed in the inverted models 
based on MT data only.
We implement four separate deterministic inversion approaches to evaluate the benefits 
of different constraints in 3D MT inversions. The reference is a single method inversion of the 
MT data (MT-only), and the three joint inversion approaches are: JI1: constraining MT inversion
with the 3D structural density reference model derived from gravity modeling by Maystrenko et 
al. (2013), JI2: jointly inverting the marine MT- with satellite gravity data, and JI3: combining 
the gradient 2D velocity reference model by Fromm et al. (2017) with the 3D MT inversion. To 
account for the dimensional difference (2D versus 3D) in the latter, the MT inversion is 
conducted on a narrow “quasi-2D” cube around one profile’s stations and seismic velocities are 
extended to both sides of the profile to form a pseudo 3D model.
Coupling of the different methods is realized using the cross-gradient method by Gallardo
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rather weak form of coupling. Due to the complex geology in the continental margin regime, 
defining distinct and commonly valid parameter relationships to convert from velocity to density 
and resistivity or vice versa is extremely difficult. Therefore, stronger coupling mechanisms 
based on a physical parameter relationship could not be used. However, if geological regimes 
and relationships between their physical parameters can be derived by the presented structural 
joint inversion, parameter-relationship constrained joint inversion might be possible in the future,
and enable fine-tuning of inversion results.
Our study aims to achieve two main goals: a) we want to improve the Namibian Margin 
Earth model regarding the geological features related to continental break-up, and b) we aim to 
investigate the impacts of different joint inversion coupling constraints on the resulting inversion
models. Based on these goals, this paper focuses on three main objectives:
1. How can we improve the 3D resistivity model from single method MT inversion to 
gain new insights and which inversion constraints can benefit geological interpretations?
2. How do cross-gradient coupling of MT data inversion with the fixed structural density 
model (JI1), and cross-gradient coupled joint inversion of MT and gravity data differ (JI2)?
3. What is the impact of two different types of fixed models (structural density-, and 
gradient velocity model, i.e. JI1 and JI3) as cross-gradient coupled model constraints on MT data
inversion?
We first discuss the data sets considered in the analysis as well as the pre-existing models
which we apply as model constraints in our joint inversion. Subsequently, we describe the joint 
inversion algorithm applied to the data. The results section is structured in three sections focused 
on i) weighting parameters and misfit evolution, ii) data fit of the resulting inversion models, and
iii) comparison of the models. For our discussion, we evaluate the model differences by 
comparing with reference models and other geophysical interpretations, also discussing data fits 
and sensitivity.
2 Data and Reference Models
In the following section, we introduce the MT and gravity data sets that we invert 
separately and in a joint approach, and the processing applied to them prior to inversion. We also
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model, which are used as independent and external model structural constraints in a constrained 
inversion of our MT data.
2.1 MT input data
The resistivity models presented here, are based on data from 32 marine MT stations 
collected during two cruises on RV Maria S. Merian (MSM 17-1 and MSM 17-2) from 
November 2010 to January 2011 (see Jegen et al., 2016). The stations were deployed along two 
orthogonal seismic profiles to image the structure along (profile 100) and across (profile 3) 
Walvis Ridge (Fig. 1). Also, we have included data from eight land-based MT stations, deployed
by GFZ Potsdam in October and November 2011 (see Kapinos et al., 2016) to expand the 
investigated area onshore and account for the electromagnetic coast effect, which arises due to 
the big resistivity contrast of seawater adjacent to continental crust (Ferguson et al., 1990; 
Worzewski et al., 2012).
Data processing consists of data rotation, impedance calculation and dimensionality 
analysis. The marine MT data were corrected for the instrument’s tilt and rotated to a common 
coordinate system pointing north (Jegen et al., 2016). Impedance calculation and dimensionality 
analysis were carried out with the algorithms described by Chave & Thomson (2004); Egbert 
(1997), and Martí et al. (2009). The onshore stations’ processing was conducted by Kapinos et 
al. (2016) with procedures described in Becken & Burkhardt (2004); Ritter et al. (1998); 
Weckmann et al. (2005). Due to limited survey time, the stations of profile 100 include data only
up to 10000 s and the eight land stations up to 1000 s. However, the MT stations along profile 3 
cover periods up to 50000 s. We interpolated all data for 16 periods ranging from ~30 to 5 104 s ⋅
and replace missing data, particularly large period data for land- and profile 100 stations, by 
dummy values with large errors. Dimensionality analysis indicates a clear three-dimensional 
character of the marine data (Jegen et al., 2016). Hence, all subsequent work had to concentrate 
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Figure 2. Apparent resistivity and phase for three marine MT stations with varying quality: 
Station 34 (green) as an example for high data quality, stations 31 (blue) as an example for 
medium quality with lacking high periods, and station 6 (red) as an example for poor data 
quality.
MT data quality variations are displayed in Figure 2 for three marine stations. Station 34 
(green) is an example of a good quality data set, exhibiting smooth apparent resistivity and phase
curves and small errors. Station 31 data (blue) has larger errors and more rugged curves in the 
XX component but shows good data quality in the other components up to periods of ~1000 s. 
Impedance values at longer periods could not be derived at this station. Finally, station 6 (red) 
represents stations with poor data quality. All four components, resistivity and phase curves are 
not smooth and we observe high errors in all components and various frequencies.
2.2 Gravity input data
We use satellite gravity data as input for the gravity inversion. The data set used is based 
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the satellite gravity missions LAGEOS (Cohen & Smith, 1985), GRACE (Tapley et al., 2004) 
and GOCE (Drinkwater et al., 2007) as well as DTU ground data (Andersen et al., 2010; Förste 
et al., 2014). We use a spherical approximation of the anomaly at 3000 m height above sea level 
on a 0.1 x 0.1 degree grid (Barthelmes & Köhler, 2016; Ince et al., 2019) as depicted in Figure 3,
upper left panel. This height is suitable, because we want to remove the effect of the onshore 
topography, and therefore need to be well above the highest elevation. The effect of topography 
on the gravity data is clearly visible in Figure 3 (top left), as gravity highs (red colors) follow the 
bathymetry lines around Walvis Ridge, several seamounts, as well as the onshore topography 
around Brandberg Mountain (~21.1°S, 14.5°E) and the mountain ranges of the Kaokoveld desert 
at the Angolan border. The data are also influenced significantly by different average densities of
continental – (2810 kg/m³), and oceanic crust (2900 kg/m³) as well as deeper Moho depths for 
continents (~40 km) compared to the oceanic regime (~10 km).
In order to resolve underlying density variations of interest, the satellite data need to be 
corrected for the effect of topography/bathymetry (equivalent to Bouguer correction), as well as 
for the effect of variation in Moho depth. For both corrections we calculated the vertical 
gravitational component gz of a correction model at 3000 m using the forward modeling code 
Tesseroids (Uieda et al., 2016) and subtract the responses from the input satellite gravity data. 
The correction model is illustrated in Figure 4 (top right). Topographic heights and water depth 
for the first correction were extracted from a spherical harmonic expansion of the ETOPO1 
model on a 0.1 x 0.1 degree grid. Topographic heights (above 0 m) were assigned a value of 
2810 kg/m³ (reference crustal density) and oceanic regions were corrected with a value of -1780 
kg/m³, i.e.  the difference between an assumed water density of 1030 kg/m³ and reference crustal 
density of 2810 kg/m³. The resulting topography effect response is shown in the top right of 
Figure 3. After subtracting this effect from the input data, the residual gravity anomaly is 
dominated by the difference of the continental and oceanic crust.
To account for this continent-ocean difference, we corrected for the crustal thickness 
effect on gravity, i.e. crustal thickness varies from ~10 km in the oceanic domain to ~40 km 
onshore, by creating a second correction model. Areas with a Moho shallower than reference (35
km) were compensated with a density of 412 kg/m³ (the difference between reference crustal- 
and mantle density (2810 kg/m³ and 3222 kg/m³) and areas with a deeper Moho with a density of
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lithospheric cooling has reached equilibrium in the survey area and no thermally induced lateral 
density variations exist anymore. The 3D Moho depths used in the correction were derived from 
a combination of a smoothed version of the structural density model presented in Maystrenko et 
al. (2013) and the global CRUST1 model (Laske et al., 2013). This combination allows us to take
differences of continental- and oceanic crustal thickness as well as the thickened crust below the 
eastern part of Walvis Ridge into account. The gravity effect of the Moho depth compensation is 
shown on the lower left panel in Figure 3. The final vertical gravity anomaly derived after 
subtracting the topographic and crustal correction responses are shown in the lower right panel of
Figure 3. The corrected gravity anomaly data were used as the input gravity data for the 
subsequent joint inversions wherever gravity data are considered. The two most obvious features 
of the corrected gravity map are the strong positive gravity anomaly at the landfall of Walvis 
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Figure 3. Gravity data and corrections. Upper left panel is spherical approximation of gravity 
anomaly. Upper right is the calculated effect of topography and bathymetry. Lower left is the 
effect of Moho depth. Lower right is the corrected gravity anomaly.
2.3 Reference Earth models
In addition to the corrected gravity data set as a constraining input to our joint inversion 
schemes for MT data (JI2), we use two different physical parameter models as inversion 
constraints:  a 3D regional density model by Maystrenko et al. (2013) for JI1, and a local 2D 
seismic velocity model along profile 100 acquired as part of the SAMPLE project (Fromm et al., 
2017; Fromm et al., 2015) for JI3.
The density model is based on a forward modeling study of 3D gravity satellite data and 
encompasses a much larger domain than considered in our study. We only use the northern part 
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thermal modeling and inclusion of 2D seismic profiles that were available in the region at the 
time. It comprises constant regions with different density values representing, in addition to 
water and air, 10 different geological units including five sediment- and four crustal units as well
as the lithospheric mantle. We extrapolated the density model by Maystrenko et al. (2013) to the 
North-west and interpolated it onto our inversion grid so it can be used as a constraint in the MT 
inversion. The identified geological features as well as the geological inferences from the seismic
data in our region of interest are described in more detail in the discussion section. As the 
regional 3D density model is characterized by discrete densities for the different geological units 
it provides structural constraints for the inversion of the Earth model. Therefore, we refer to it as 
the 3D structural density model.
Figure 4. Concept for the density starting model corrections. The top panel shows sketches of 
vertical profiles crossing the continent ocean transition (COT) from oceanic- (OC) to continental 
crust (CC) of the structural model derived from Maystrenko et al (2013), a simple, layered 
reference earth model, and the correction model used for data corrections. The lower panel is a 
sketch of a vertical profile through the density anomaly model for the inversion input.
In contrast to the structural density model we also examined a gradient velocity model as 
an inversion constraint. Since no 3D velocity model is available in the region, we had to use a 
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derived by Fromm et al. (2017), which had been generated through forward modeling of 
refraction and reflection data. The model is characterized by layers or blocks with downward-
increasing velocity gradients, leading to some strong gradients at layer boundaries and gentler 
gradients within the layers. 
To account for the dimensionality difference of the described 2D seismic reference model
and the 3D character of our MT data, we performed a 3D joint inversion (JI3) on a narrow cube 
around the profile (which we consider as “quasi-2D” from now on). We chose a model width of 
40 km in strike direction of profile 100 to limit the model to the expected extent of the 
anomalous crustal structure beneath Walvis Ridge. To build the inversion constraint-model, the 
reference velocity model was interpolated along the profile onto the main inversion grid and 
extended left and right of the profile, to fit the 40 km wide 3D model. For the coast parallel 
profile 3, the strong resistivity variations caused by the coastal resistivity transition cannot be 
included in a narrow model. Therefore a “quasi-2D” inversion cannot be performed satisfactorily
along that profile.
3 Joint Inversion Scheme
We used jif3D framework for the joint inversion (Moorkamp et al., 2011). It includes a 
3D MT integral equation forward engine developed by Avdeev et al. (1997), an internally 
developed voxel based full tensor gravity forward engine (Moorkamp et al., 2010), and a 3D 
seismic first arrival refraction code (Heincke et al., 2017; Podvin & Lecomte, 1991). However, 
since no 3D seismic data are available, we did not activate the seismic modeling option. The 
framework allows the implementation of a parameter relationship or a structural cross-gradient 
coupling. The results presented in this paper are based on a structural coupling approach because 
of the lack of commonly valid parameter relationships for the various lithologies found in the 
study area.
Equation 1 denotes the full objective function which is minimized iteratively using a 
limited memory quasi-Newton scheme (L-BFGS)  (e.g., Avdeeva & Avdeev, 2006; Nocedal & 
Wright, 2006):
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The objective function includes the RMS data misfit terms for the MT and gravity data 
(ΦdMT and ΦdGrav respectively) and measures for the roughness of the physical parameter models 
(ΦRegMT and ΦRegGrav). These regularization terms are included in the objective function to attain 
smooth models by minimizing parameter variations in neighboring cells, and stabilize the 
iterative inversion procedure. Coupling between different physical parameter models is 
implemented through a structural coupling term ΦCross, consisting of the cross-gradient of the two
different physical parameter models under consideration (Gallardo & Meju, 2003). Cross-
gradient coupling has proven to be a powerful tool for coupling in joint inversion in synthetic- as
well as real data-studies (e.g., Colombo & Rovetta, 2018; Um et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2015). 
The cross-gradient coupling enforces spatial resemblance of the inversion model with the 
reference model. This type of coupling is rather loose, as the parameter gradients of the inversion
and reference model can point in either the same, or opposite direction to obtain a minimum 
value for ΦCross. Furthermore, it is zero, when either of the gradients is zero.
The data misfit, regularization-, and cross-gradient terms in the objective function are 
weighted with Lagrange multipliers. We employ a cooling strategy for the two regularization 
weights λMT and λGrav, which recovers large-scale structures first and then allows for smaller-scale
model variations by subsequently reducing the weights (Moorkamp et al., 2020). A setup with 
initial small regularization weights results in rough models with large parameter jumps and large 
regularization- and cross-gradient terms.  In the joint data inversion approach (JI2), the MT data 
misfit term is weighted stronger with a larger wMT than the gravity data misfit term, because its 
optimization requires many more iterations than the gravity data optimization. Cross-Gradient 
weight κ is kept high to ensure a strong coupling between the MT inversion and the gravity data 
or reference model constraints. Specific Lagrange multipliers chosen for JI1, JI2 and JI3 are 
listed in Table 1.
The inversion model grid consists of 96 x 96 x 34 cells. Horizontal cell sizes are 
uniformly 10 x 10 km, vertical cell sizes increase from 300 m to 50 km in order to adapt to 
decreasing sensitivity with depth yet allow for a sufficiently close fit of the topography. We used
the ETOPO 1 Global Relief Model to constrain the water depth within the model area (Amante 
& Eakins, 2009). The integral equation MT modeling code requires a background model. We 
chose 4 layers overlying a half-space representing the air, ocean, sediment, crust and mantle 
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electrical resistivities to 100000 Ωm, 0.3 Ωm, 1 Ωm, 50 Ωm, and a 10 Ωm half-space below. 
These values are intended to represent the average surrounding resistivity structure. This cannot 
adequately account for the resistivity variations of adjacent crustal domains, i.e. oceanic crust to 
the west and north of Walvis Ridge, continental crust to the east and thickened magmatic crust to
the south. To reduce the influence of the background model, we increase the lateral extent of our 
model by 250 km beyond the region covered by the MT stations.
The resistivity starting model is chosen to resemble the setup used for the previous 
inversion in Jegen et al. (2016). It includes a sediment layer with thicknesses taken from 
Maystrenko et al. (2013) and an electrical resistivity of 1 Ωm. This is underlain by a 
homogeneous half-space with an electrical resistivity of 50 Ωm. Salt water resistivities are set to 
0.3 Ωm. To test the influence of the starting model on our joint inversions, we also performed 
inversions with a pre-fitted resistivity model. This pre-fitted starting model is the inversion 
model resulting from an MT-only inversion with high regularization after 75 iterations. At this 
point the RMS MT data misfit is reduced from 6.55 to 3.92. The resulting model includes 
increased mid-crustal resistivities and distinct shallow conductive basins, instead of a simple 
sediment layer. In the joint inversion with gravity data (JI2), this pre-fitted resistivity starting 
model seems to have no significant effect on the final inversion results. However, for joint 
inversion approaches JI1 and JI3, the starting models seems too specific causing large values in 
the cross coupling term that subsequent inversion iterations cannot reduce. Hence, we computed 
the final inversions shown here with the half-space resistivity starting model described above, to 
allow the most flexible inversion convergence. Model parameters of the ocean layer and 
bathymetric variations were fixed during the inversion.
The density starting model for JI2, i.e. the full joint inversion of both datasets, requires 
more structure than the resistivity starting model, because gravity inversion alone has no depth 
sensitivity. We created an initial model with large-scale structures based on the density model by
Maystrenko et al. (2013) (Fig. 4, top left). Absolute densities were converted to density 
anomalies by subtracting a very simple earth reference model (Fig. 4, top center). This reference 
model consists of three layers representing air (above 0 km; 0 kg/m³), crust (0 - 35 km; 2.81 kg/
m³), and mantle (below 35 km; 3.222 kg/m³). Afterwards, the previously described data 
correction models for topography- and Moho depth variation (Fig. 4, top right) were subtracted 
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flattening of the surface and Moho topography in the model to the reference levels of 0 km and 
35 km, respectively. Comparing our density starting model to the earth reference model (Fig. 4, 
top center) the main features are characterized by: a) reduced density at shallow depths 
indicating sediments, b) slightly increased density for oceanic crust, and c) a density increase for 
the proposed magmatic underplating.
4 Results
We compare the 3D MT data inversion to three different joint inversions: In JI1 we use 
the structural density model as an external constraint to MT data inversion, in JI2 we apply a 
joint inversion of the MT-, and corrected gravity data with the resistivity-, and density starting 
model described in the previous section and in JI3 we perform a quasi 2D inversion of the MT 
data along Walvis Ridge with a 2D gradient velocity model from the congruent seismic data set 
as a constraint. In the comparison and analysis of our inversion results we consider three aspects.
First, we examine the influence of the chosen weighting parameters and the development of the 
different objective function terms. Second, we compare the data misfits which are achieved by 
the inversions in detail. Third, we compare the resulting physical parameter models highlighting 
differences emerging from the different coupling strategies, and analyze these features further 
with a sensitivity analysis.
4.1 Weighting parameters and misfit evolution
Inversion progress is heavily steered by the weighting parameters (wMT, wGrav, λMT , λGrav, 
and κ), which drive inversion convergence. For our analysis, we monitor the development of the 
different misfit terms: MT and gravity data misfits Φd(MT/Grav), MT and gravity regularization 
ΦReg(MT/Grav), and cross-gradient coupling ΦCross (see Eq. 1). Due to the nature of the calculation of 
the misfit terms (see Moorkamp et al., 2011), the values differ by orders of magnitude, and 
require weights to be set in order to achieve a balance of the terms in the objective function. The 
applied weights are summarized in Table 1, the evolution of each term is shown in Figure 5. 
Please note that values shown for data misfits in Figure 5a are not weighted by Lagrangian 
parameters. Therefore, values approaching a value of one indicate a fit of the modeled and 
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For the MT-only and model constrained approaches JI1 and JI3, only the MT data set is 
inverted, therefore wMT=1 and wGrav=0. In the joint data inversion approach (JI2), the two data 
sets are weighted differently to account for the much slower convergence of MT- compared to 
gravity inversion. After testing different ways to balance both data sets, the best results were 
achieved by using weights wMT=50 and wGrav=1. Smaller wMT values lead to a fast fit of the 
gravity data, while MT data cannot be fitted well. The joint inversions were stopped when the 
MT data misfit had reached the single-method MT data misfit (3.01 for JI1 & JI2, 3.84 for JI3). 
All data misfits (Fig. 5a) experienced an initial drop and decrease more moderately afterwards. 
The two model-constrained approaches (JI1 and JI3 corresponding to the green and orange line 
in Fig. 5) required distinctly more iterations than the MT-only and joint data inversion (JI2). This
implies that using cross-gradient coupling with a fixed model strongly reduces the speed of 
inversion convergence.
For regularization weights λMT and λGrav, we implement a cooling scheme, starting with 
high values and successively reducing them (see Table 1) after each 75 iterations. The specific 
regularization weights are chosen to achieve an optimal balance between computation time and 
efficient convergence. However, optimization is stopped automatically before, if no suitable step 
size can be found to significantly minimize the objective function with the L-BFGS method 
(Avdeev & Avdeeva, 2009; Tarantola, 2005). Once the final weights λMT and λGrav are reached, 
the inversion continues as long as the value of the objective function can be further reduced or 
the target RMS is reached. The regularization terms of the objective function show, just like the 
data misfit, an initial decrease that we can attribute to the initial smoothing of sharp boundaries 
in the starting models (Fig. 5b). Afterwards, the regularization terms further decrease due to the 
cooling scheme, but then they slightly increase as models develop more distinct and smaller-
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Figure 5. Development of a) data-, b) regularization-, and c) cross-gradient coupling terms 
during the inversion iterations for all four inversion approaches. In a) the overall-model’s RMS 
misfit is depicted. The dotted lines indicate the target RMS misfit for the full 3D (red, green, 
blue) and the “quasi-2D” (orange) inversions. This is the final value reached by the single-
method MT inversions. In b), the regularization terms ФRegMT and ФRegGrav are weighted with their 
Lagrange multipliers λMT and λGrav. In c) the coupling terms ФCross are weighted with the Lagrange
multiplier κ. Red is the single-method MT inversion, green is JI1, both blue colors are JI2 (MT 
and Gravity method), and orange is JI3.
The cross-gradient coupling weight κ was kept high during inversion to ensure a strong 
influence of cross-model coupling and balance the term ΦCross with respect to the data misfit. The 
coupling terms ΦCross show a fast initial drop and then smaller decreases for JI1 and JI2 (Fig. 5c). 
While at larger iteration numbers, the inversion still alters the models to decrease the data misfit, 
the coupling term in the objective function does not change significantly any more. This can 
either indicate that model gradients are unified, and structural similarity is achieved (ideally), or 
that resistivity model changes are focused mainly inside constant features of the cross-model (i.e.
for the density model constrained approach JI1). For the cross-gradient coupling with the 2D 
velocity-model (JI3), the cross-coupling term increased beyond iteration 250 (orange line in Fig. 
5c). At this point, the MT data misfit could only be improved by allowing for more structural 
dissimilarity between the resistivity model and the velocity model. 
Increasing the coupling weight κ during the final iterations of JI2 (blue line, Fig. 5c) does
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λGrav further without an otherwise strong increase in the coupling term ΦCross. This shows that the 
joint inversion is at least partly sensitive to the coupling weight κ.
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In summary, we observe that all terms in the objective function show initial strong drops, 
caused by fitting of the inversion models to main data anomalies, and smoothing of the abrupt 
starting model boundaries. Also, the two model-constrained approaches (JI1 and JI3) converge 
much slower compared to the MT alone and joint data inversions (JI2). The reason for this 
reduced inversion speed is that in model-constrained joint inversion approaches only the 
resistivity model is altered. Yet, one more term in the objective functions (ΦCross) has to be 
minimized compared to a single-method inversion. In joint data inversion (JI2), two models can 
be modified in order to satisfy the different objective function terms. Lastly, we find that the 
regularization terms’ behavior is strongly dependent on the corresponding weights. As we use a 
cooling strategy for λMT and λGrav, misfits ΦRegMT and ΦRegGrav may increase, however, the weighted
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4.2 Data fit of the resulting inversion models
Depicting MT data as pseudo-sections is an easy way to get a first overview of possible 
resistivity structures. Apparent resistivities ρa can be calculated directly from the impedance 
matrix elements and plotted against period as an indirect measure for depth. Figure 6 shows 
pseudo-sections for the XY element of the observed apparent resistivity ρa in direct comparison 
to the final model responses achieved by our four inversion approaches as a first evaluation of 
the achieved data fit. The observed data (top row, Fig. 6) show low apparent resistivity 
anomalies in the short periods (especially stations 13 – 19 and 25 – 30), which are well 
represented in all modeled apparent resistivity data (rows 2 to 4 in Fig. 6). The models also 
account for the high apparent resistivity anomalies at intermediate periods (especially stations 3 
– 13 and 33 – 43), yet none of the four inversion approaches matches its full extent. For the 
onshore stations (right column, Fig. 6), the observed apparent resistivities show large variations 
between neighboring stations 100 to 120, which are located along a coast-parallel profile with 
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Figure 6. Pseudo-sections of the XY component of apparent resistivity ρa. Top row: Position of 
MT stations along the two profiles and land stations. Row 2: Pseudo-sections for the observed 
data. Rows 3 to 6: Model response of all four inversion approaches. Row 2 is the MT-only 
responses, row 3 is JI1, row 4 is JI2, and row5 is JI3. Left column, profile 100 along Walvis 
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To further evaluate the data fit of the final four resistivity models, we compare the root 
mean square (RMS) misfit of the impedance matrix Z (Eq. 2, misfit calculated separately for 
each frequency and station). This misfit denotes the difference between a measured (Zobs) and a 
calculated (Zsyn) parameter and is weighted by the parameter error Zerr.












] with k={XX,XY,YX,YY}      (2)
The final overall RMS data misfits (averaged over all frequencies and stations) are stated 
for all models in Table 1. In Figure 7, we show the RMS data misfits for each MT station and 
each frequency together with the mean impedance element’s error Zerr of Equation 2. This 
depiction allows to analyze where our resistivity model cannot explain the measured data well 
and hence the results should be interpreted cautiously. Several land stations show poor fits in all 
inversion approaches, while the corresponding impedance errors are high. These poor fits 
emphasize the difficulty to identify complex onshore resistivity structures (see Kapinos et al., 
2016) with few MT stations and indicate the presence of noise in the onshore data measurements.
The outer stations of offshore profile 3 (stations 1-3, 23) mostly have RMS misfits above 4, 
while having very low impedance errors. Stations 1 to 3 are located just north of the 
Florianopolis Fracture Zone that marks a change of thick crust below the Walvis Ridge to thin 
crust in the Angola Basin. The southern-most station 23 is isolated due to data loss on stations 20
to 22 and situated close to supposedly deep sedimentary basins (Maystrenko et al., 2013; Stewart
et al., 2000). The high RMS data misfits are a first indication for complex resistivity structure at 
depth that may not be sufficiently resolved by the data coverage and model scope. Thus, the 
inversion results for the areas around the Florianopolis Fraction Zone, in the southern part of the 
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Figure 7. Pseudo-sections of MT data RMS misfits (Eq. 2). Top row: Position of MT stations 
along the two profiles and land stations. Row 2 to 5: Final MT data RMS misfit for each station 
and each frequency for the four inversion approaches (MT-only, JI1, JI2, JI3, respectively). Blue 
colors indicate overfitting. Bottom row: Impedance matrix errors Zerr  for all MT stations.
The gravity data’s final RMS misfit in the joint data inversion (JI2) is highly dependent 
on the coupling weight κ. A weak coupling constraint allows for a free fit of the density model. 
In the joint inversions, we vary κ between 10000 and 500000, reaching gravity data RMS 
between 1.4 and 3.7, while gravity inversion alone reaches an RMS of 1 (i.e. ideal fit) after ~200 
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differences occur at the abrupt bathymetry changes along the Florianopolis Fracture Zone and 
the landfall of Walvis Ridge. Residuals from gravity modeling by Maystrenko et al. (2013) show
similar patterns, i.e. high residuals are observed in the same region, and positive and negative 
residual anomalies occur next to each other. Rapidly changing crustal composition, small-scale 
seamounts, or sedimentary depocentres together with insufficiently resolved bathymetry 
variations can all be potential reasons for these increased data residuals. Neither a reduction of 
the gravity inversion cell size, nor an unconstrained gravity inversion of a half-space fully his 
pattern.
Figure 8. Map views of gravity data and residuals of JI2. a: bathymetry and Moho depth 
corrected gravity anomaly (inversion input data). b: gravity anomaly response for the final 
inversion density anomaly model. c: difference between observed (a) and final response (c) data 
i.e. gravity residual.
In summary, the inversions reach satisfactory data fits and are capable of resolving large-
scale variations indicated by the apparent resistivity pseudo-sections. Larger MT data misfits are 
concentrated at the outer parts of profile 3 and the land stations, which indicates model 
uncertainties in these regions. The largest gravity data misfits are located at the landfall of 
Walvis Ridge and most likely correspond to short-wavelength gravity features generated by local
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4.3 Model comparison
To compare the four resulting inversion models, we present vertical slices along profiles 
100 and 3 through all final physical models (Figures 9 & 10). The vertical slices are chosen to lie
right underneath the MT stations, where the resistivity models are best constrained by the MT 
data. Figure 9 shows final resistivity models along profile 100 for all four approaches, i.e. MT-
only and JI1, JI2 and JI3 on the left column. In the right column we depict the corresponding 
slice of the structural density model (JI1) used to constrain our MT data inversion, the final 
density model from the joint data inversion approach (JI2) and the velocity model (JI3) along the
profile that strikes along Walvis Ridge that constrained our MT inversion. Figure 10 shows the 
corresponding results for Profile 3 except for JI3 which could not be performed on this profile.  
For better comparability with the cross-model of JI1, we transform the density anomaly model of
JI2 back to absolute densities by adding the reference and the correction model to the inversion 
result, i.e. reverse to what is described in Figure 4. To compare the three-dimensional extent of 
structural features, we show horizontal slices through the final 3D resistivity models at 25 km 
depth and the corresponding horizontal slices of the structural density model and the density 
model derived from the joint MT gravity data inversion (Fig. 11). We focus our discussion on the
most prominent three features in terms of size and resistivity contrast. These features are the 
shallow conductors corresponding to sediments (e.g. C2 & C3 in Fig. 9 & 10), the large resistor 
at intermediate depths associated with magmatic underplating (R in Fig. 9, 10, & 11) and a deep, 
narrow conductor on profile 3 around kilometer 90 (C1 in Fig. 10 & 11) in the vicinity of the 
Florianopolis Fracture Zone.
Prominent shallow, low-resistivity features associated with marine sedimentary basins 
occur in the same locations in all four inversion models, while some vary in thickness. Along 
profile 100 (Fig. 9) two wide basins dominate from profile kilometers ~20-100 and ~220-380 
(anomaly C2). On profile 3 (Fig. 10) a more continuous, upper, conductive layer with several 
incisions (anomaly C3) is visible in the resistivity models. The low-resisivity sediments reach 
thicknesses of about 8-10 km in the MT-only resistivity models. In the joint inversion resistivity 
model (JI2) depicted in Figures 9 and 10d, these conductors are almost identical to the MT-only 
model with a slight conductivity increase (i.e. basin at kilometer 150 on P100). In the 
corresponding density model (Fig. 9 and 10e), low density anomalies are observed analogue to 
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and Fig. 10b), the sediments have more shallow lower boundaries (e.g. anomaly C2 on profile 
100 at ~ 3-5 km depth) due to the cross-models’ strong vertical gradients from sediments to 
upper crust.
Figure 9. Vertical slices through physical inversion models along profile 100. Shown are 
the final resistivity models for all four approaches (a) MT-only, b) JI1, d) JI2, f) JI3) on the left 
with the according cross-models (density and velocity) on the right. Black lines on top are 
seismic velocities from Fromm et al. (2017), with the thick line representing the Moho as the 7.8 
km/s isoline. Anomaly R presents the large mid-to-lower crustal resistor associated to magmatic 
underplating. Conductor C2 images a sedimentary basin. Overall RMS data misfits as well as 
summed cross-gradient coupling terms are shown in the white boxes. Grey triangles denote the 
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We conduct sensitivity tests by varying the feature’s resistivity values and extent to 
investigate the resolution capabilities of the sediment layers in our inversion models on one hand
and to examine the nature of the described shallow boundaries introduced from the structural 
density and velocity constraint-models on the other hand. The sensitivity test models were 
produced by altering the final MT-only inversion resistivity model based on the model 
differences indicated from our added constraints. Forward calculations of these models allow us 
to observe the influence of structural- or parameter changes on the MT data fit. The final MT-
only inversion model was modified, by a) increasing sediment resistivities (the resistivity in 
every cell with a resistivity below 12.5 Ωm is doubled) to challenge the need for shallow 
conductors; b) decreasing sediment thickness (cells with resistivity below 12.5 Ωm are averaged 
over a vertical window of 5 cells, which increases those values but ensures smooth gradients) to 
test whether thinner conductors could fit the MT data; and c) reducing the sediment thickness by 
about a factor of 2 while simultaneously decreasing it’s resistivity to ensure a constant 
conductivity-thickness ratio (conductance). Exemplary slices through the inversion- and test 
models along P100 are shown in Figure 12 alongside the response data for station 28 on this 
profile. Changing the sediments in the resistivity model changes the response in all four 
components emphasizing the 3D-effect of the sediment distribution. The response curves of test 
a) deviate significantly from the observations, which implies that generally shallow low 
resistivity values are needed to fit the data. While the curves of test b) seem close to the response
of the inversion result for this specific station, the overall RMS (summed over all stations) of 9.5 
shows an insufficient data fit. Test c) shows that the test model’s responses are very close to the 
inversion model response. It emphasizes the MT method’s sensitivity to conductance and its 
incapability to resolve both conductivity and thickness, particularly for shallow structures. For 
this test, we continue the inversion for 20 iterations after which data misfits are reduced to fit the 
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Figure 10. Vertical slices through physical inversion models along profile 3. Shown are the final 
resistivity models for the three 3D approaches (a) MT-only, b) JI1, d) JI2) on the left with the 
according density cross-models on the right. Black lines on top are seismic velocities from 
Planert et al. (2016), with the thick line representing the Moho as the 7.8 km/s isoline. Anomaly 
R presents the large mid-to-lower crustal resistor associated to magmatic underplating. 
Conductor C1 coincides with the Florianopolis Fracture Zone and conductor C3 matches seismic
observations of seaward dipping reflections. Overall RMS data misfits as well as summed cross-
gradient coupling terms are shown in the white boxes. Grey triangles denote the positions of MT 
stations.
Most eminent in all inversion models is the large, high resistivity body R from about 16 
km depth downward, stretching from the coast seawards along Walvis Ridge. While the resistor 
seems continuous with depth and also laterally apart from the decrease in resistivity around 
profile kilometer 220 in profile 100, it becomes discontinuous in the structural density model 
constrained joint inversion JI1. The boundaries of these discontinuities coincide with the strong 
parameter gradients in the cross-model at the top (~19 km) and bottom (~42 km) of the high 
density lower crustal body (2.95 kg/m³) ascribed to magmatic underplating in the structural 
density model. The resistor’s lateral extent along the off-profile-axis in this density-constrained 
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over the adjoining areas in all other inversion models (Fig. 11 b). While the strong resistivity 
contrast marking the transition from continental crust to magmatically-imprinted oceanic crust 
directly at the ridge’s landfall remains, the highest resistivities in the density-constrained model 
are focused more seawards around 200 km on profile 100. In contrast, the MT-only inversion 
resistivity model has the highest values at kilometers 300-500 (comparison of Fig. 9a & b). The 
joint inversion JI2 resistivity model (Fig. 9 & 10d) shows a smooth resistor, almost identical to 
the MT-only approach. In this inversion, the distinct initial high-density body just below Walvis 
Ridge is smoothed out vertically (Fig. 9 & 10e). Increased densities are still focused below the 
ridge, but cover a larger depth range reaching below the Moho. The MT-only, JI1, and JI2 
models show a decrease of resistivity around depths of 80-100 km (visible at the very bottom of 
Fig. 9 & 10 a, b, d). However, they show no marked decrease in resistivity at Moho depths. 
Lastly, in the velocity-constrained resistivity model along Walvis Ridge (Fig. 9f), the resistor is, 
compared to the MT-only and JI2 model, laterally smoother and the most resistive part is shifted 
seawards. This resistor matches the lower crustal high velocities stretching over a wide area from
profile kilometer 130-470 (Fig. 9 g). The velocity-constrained resistivity model (Fig. 9f) 
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Figure 11. Horizontal slices through the physical inversion models at 25 km depth. Shown are 
the final resistivity models for the three 3D approaches (a) MT-only, b) JI1, d) JI2) on the left 
with the according density cross-models on the right. Anomaly R presents the large mid-to-lower
crustal resistor associated to magmatic underplating. Conductor C1 coincides the Florianopolis 
fracture zone. Overall RMS data misfits as well as summed cross-gradient coupling terms are 
shown in the white boxes. Grey stars denote the positions of MT stations, grey lines are 
bathymetry.
We conducted tests to examine how much the form of this high-resistivity body could be 
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are: d) reducing the resistive feature’s thickness and simultaneously increasing its resistivity to 
check to which degree its thickness can be reduced to match the cross models’; e) removing the 
resistor anomaly north-east of the profile intersection by reducing the highest resistivities; and f) 
removing the resistor anomaly south-east of the profile intersection. Compressing the resistor to 
a thinner, more resistive anomaly (test d) has a strong impact on the MT response curves. We 
test for different thicknesses (30 – 100 km) and increase the feature’s resistivity step-wise up to 
10 times the original value. It is not possible to fit the curves and achieve similar data misfits. In 
order to decrease the misfit to the original level, the high-resistivity anomaly is always enlarged 
towards the model’s lower boundary. Therefore, it appears, that high-resistivity values need to 
reach deep (at least 80-100 km) into the Earth’s mantle to explain the data and we do not expect 
a drastic change of resistivity at Moho depth. Tests e) and f) challenge the reduced off-axis 
extent of the resistor indicated by the JI1 resistivity model (Fig. 11b). They indicate the limited 
horizontal resolution away from the MT stations. If values in close proximity (~ 30 km away 
from the stations) are kept constant, changes of resistivity affect the response curves only 
marginally. Therefore, this test emphasizes that MT inversion results far from stations have to be
interpreted with great care as the results may be driven mostly by smoothing or the influence of 
the 1D background model. Therefore, it is likely that strong additional constraints can alter the 
resistivity model in area’s far away from MT stations relatively freely, meaning interpretation of 
such features would rely mostly on the credibility of the constraining cross-model or data. 
Additionally, to the described sensitivity tests d) to f), we also estimate the inversion’s 
responsiveness to the distinction between the highest resistivity values (i.e. differentiation 
between 2000 Ωm and 10000 Ωm). It shows that values above 2000 Ωm are only barely 
distinguishable, as the response curves do not change substantially, when confining resistivities 
to a maximum of 2000 Ωm. Therefore, we do not interpret variations in resistivity that occur 
within the highly resistive regions of our model.
The third prominent feature in the inverted resistivity models, is the deep, narrow low-
resistivity anomaly on profile 3 at ~90 km and below station 3 at ~10.1°E, 18.5°S (Fig. 10 & 11, 
anomaly C1). This anomaly could be related to the Florianopolis Fracture Zone marking the 
northern edge of Walvis Ridge (cp. Fig. 1). Water intrusions or accumulation of conductive ore 
minerals resulting from hydrothermal circulation can significantly reduce electrical resistivity in 
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approaches result in this vertical conductor. In the density-constrained resistivity model of JI1, 
however, the feature is significantly less pronounced and interrupted at ~20 km depth (Fig. 10b, 
anomaly C1). The conductor has a very small lateral extent, as seen in the top view (Fig. 11). 
Therefore, it seems to be backed mostly by data of one station (station 3), although the apparent 
resistivity of that station shows no obvious resistivity decrease compared to neighboring stations 
(see Figure 6, top row).
Figure 12. Depiction of test models and responses concerning sediment cover resistivity 
anomaly. The left panel shows slices through resistivity models along profile 100. Top: result of 
MT-only inversion. Second: Test a) increased resistivities in sediments. Third: Test b) thinner 
sediment cover. Bottom: Test c) thinner sediments with decreased resistivity. The right panel 
shows the response data of station 28 to the models depicted on the left. Station 28 is highlighted
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In order to examine resolution capabilities for this feature, we performed similar tests as 
with the sediment’s resistivity responses. Models were modified by g) increasing the feature’s 
resistivity (every cell with a resistivity below 3.3 Ωm is increased by half its value) to test for the
general need of low resistivities;  h) drastically decreasing the feature’s depth (cells below 15 km
with resistivity below 10 Ωm are set to half-space resistivity of 50 Ωm) to challenge the extreme 
depth of this conductor; and i) decreasing the feature’s depth extent and significantly increasing 
the resistivity at depth (below 15 km, all cells in the area are set to at least 1000 Ωm). 
Additionally, in test i) the low resistivity anomaly is extended south and south-west, to form a 
ridge-parallel elongated feature like a seaward-extending fracture zone. Figure 13 shows vertical 
slices through the inversion- and test models along P3 alongside the response data for station 3 
on this profile. Test g) has the strongest data misfit (the single RMS misfit for station 3 is 4.2, 
compared to 3.0 in the original inversion model). This demonstrates the general need for a low 
resistivity anomaly. Tests h) and i) have similar response curves (see Fig. 13, right) and only 
deviate from each other and the original inversion response at short periods. As the calculations 
of test h) show a better data fit than those of test i), we believe that the northern edge of Walvis 
Ridge is in fact a frontier of a change in resistivity related to the change in crustal thickness 
between the Angola basin and Walvis Ridge. This means, that deep resistivities north of Walvis 
Ridge cannot be as high as those observed directly beneath the ridge at kilometers 150-230. 
However, test model h) also indicates that the exceptionally low values at depths greater than 15 
kilometers are not required to fit the MT data. The elongation of the conductor parallel to Walvis
Ridge (and the MT stations of P100) applied in test i), results in only small changes of the 
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Figure 13. Depiction of test models and responses concerning fracture zone resistivity anomaly. 
The left panel shows slices through resistivity models along profile 3. Top: result of MT-only 
inversion. Second: Test g) increased resistivities of supposed fracture zone. Third: Test h) 
conductor less deep. Bottom: Test i) shallow, elongated conductor with increased resistivities 
beneath. The right panel shows the response data of station 3 to the models depicted on the left. 
Station 3 is highlighted with a purple triangle on the model slices.
5 Discussion
Our analysis focuses on four different strategies of inverting the same MT data set with 
and without additional constraints. The MT-only inversion is a re-evaluation of the results 
presented in Jegen et al. (2016) for which a sign-error in the data rotation matrix was identified 
after publication. The most important deviation of our new resistivity model compared to the 
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the coast and profile 3, south of Walvis Ridge. Now, we observe these low resistivity zones only 
close to the station’s profiles (conductors C2 & C3 in Fig. 9 & 10). They are correlated to the 
low apparent resistivities on stations 25-31 and 14-17 (Fig. 6). The sensitivity tests described 
above show a limited resolution capability far away from MT stations. Thus, we conclude that 
the rotation error has led to an exaggerated distortion of these shallow low resistivities. In order 
to discuss the quality of the three integrated inversion approaches, we use the comparison of our 
three resulting resistivity models with the constraining models used as well as their 
interpretation. We compare the joint inversion models with independent seismic models and 
other data in the region where possible. Other important criteria in the inversion comparison are 
the MT data fit and model roughness as well as the data sensitivity tests described in the previous
section. All these criteria will be discussed for the different inversions JI1, JI2, and JI3 focusing 
on the three main model features sediment cover (especially anomalies C2 & C3), magmatic 
underplating (anomaly R) and Florianopolis Fracture Zone (anomaly C1). The constraining 
models and independent data show the following features:
Seismic data along profile 100 (Fromm et al., 2017) show that there are up to 2 km-deep 
sediment basins on top of Walvis Ridge that are separated by seamounts at profile kilometer 
~110 and ~180. This broadly agrees with Goslin et al. (1974)’s interpretation of at least 2.5 km-
thick sediment cover along two ridge-crossing profiles. Further east (220-340 km), Fromm et al. 
(2017) identified reduced seismic velocities between 2 and 6 km depth, which correlate with the 
connection of the northern most part of the Walvis Basin with the southern edge of Namibe 
Basin (Stewart et al., 2000). Along the coast-parallel profile 3, Planert et al. (2016) imaged 
slightly increased (~3 km) sediment thickness north of Walvis Ridge, and a sediment cover south
of the Ridge increasing in thickness from ~0.5 km at the northern edge of Walvis Ridge to 
thicknesses larger than 2 km in Walvis Basin. Coast-perpendicular seismic profiles along the 
Namibian margin south of Walvis Ridge (Bauer & Schulze, 1996; Elliott et al., 2009; 
Gladczenko et al., 1998) show clear evidence for seaward dipping reflections (SDR) indicating 
the presence of subaerial lava flows reaching thicknesses of ~7 km.
In the lower crust below Walvis Ridge, seismic studies reveal high seismic velocities 
(Fromm et al., 2017; Planert et al., 2016) and Maystrenko et al. (2013) postulate a high-density 
lower crustal body. The studies interpret these features as magmatic underplating. This may 
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depleted in incompatible elements and volatiles and rich in olivines and quartz (Eldholm et al., 
2000; Gernigon et al., 2004; White & McKenzie, 1989). The seismic studies image thicknesses 
of this feature of ~8-15 km directly beneath the ridge and ~2-8 km south of it. In contrast, the 
structural density model by Maystrenko et al. (2013) predicts thicknesses of this layer to be in 
the range of ~10 to 30 km. Gladczenko et al. (1998) and Bauer et al. (2000) also image high-
velocity underplating along the Namibian Margin south of Walvis Ridge of similar thickness. 
The upper boundary of underplating is located between 18 and 23 km depth in all models.
The last feature we compare with reference studies is the Florianopolis Fracture Zone 
north of Walvis Ridge. Its existence has been confirmed by various seismic studies (Fromm et 
al., 2017; Gladczenko et al., 1998; Goslin et al., 1974; Planert et al., 2016; Sibuet et al., 1984) as 
an abrupt decrease in crustal thickness and northward-increasing water depth. However, except 
for the lithospheric and crustal thickness variation across the fracture zone, there are no 
additional velocity or density anomalies.
The resistivity models of MT-only and joint MT-gravity data inversion (JI2) show almost
no difference and identical MT data- and regularization misfits along with a low gravity data 
misfit. We attribute this observation to the fact that the gravity data can be fit very freely thus 
failing to reduce the MT solution space significantly. In fact, it is the MT inversion model which 
constrains the density model. Concerning the sediment cover along Walvis Ridge, we observe a 
deepening of sedimentary basins in the density model (e.g. profile 100 Fig. 9e, 220-570 km, and 
profile 3 Fig. 10e, 200-600 km) compared to the structural density model (Fig. 9 & 10c). The 
shallow low-resistivity anomalies C2 and C3 are imprinted onto the density model through the 
cross-gradient term. On profile 100 (Fig. 9d) the shallow conductive structures are laterally 
varying. Increased resistivities coincide with seamounts interrupting sediment cover, and 
conductors (e.g. C2) coincide with sediment basins observed in seismic and gravity studies 
(Fromm et al., 2017; Goslin et al., 1974; Stewart et al., 2000; cp. Fig. 9). The conductor’s 
thickness of up to 10 km clearly exceeds the references’ values of ~2-6 km. Low resistivity 
anomalies C3 along profile 3 between 240-300 and 320-370 km correspond to seaward dipping 
reflectors imaged on transects 2 and 3 in Gladczenko et al. (1998). The conductive anomalies 
reach ~10 km thickness, slightly exceeding the ~7 km stated by references. For the second model
feature, the large mid-crustal resistor R, lateral extent of high resistivities/densities along the 
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Maystrenko et al. (2013), and Planert et al. (2016). In our JI2 resistivity model, the top of R is 
located slightly higher (at ~15-20 km depth) than in the reference models. While underplating is 
bounded by the Moho in the seismic models, no distinct bottom, and therefore thickness, can be 
identified in the resistivity model. This observation is consistent with our sensitivity tests that 
support high resistivity values at depths below Moho. The lack of an electrical resistivity contrast
across the seismic Moho is a common feature indicating that the electrical resistivity is governed 
more by the pore space volume than chemical differences in the rocks (Jones, 2013; Wang et al., 
2013). The JI2 inversion of the gravity data results in a density anomaly model, i.e. the 
difference of the resulting inversion and the earth reference model . Thus, interpretation of the 
final absolute density models (as shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11) has to take into account, that the
sharp, constant model (reference + correction model, see Fig. 4) is added to a smoothed anomaly 
model. This may result in artificial structural boundaries caused by the fixed block boundaries in 
the reference- and correction model. For instance, the observed high densities (>3.3 g/cm³) 
directly beneath the Moho (dark blue colors in Figures 9 and 10e), could be either an indication 
for increased upper mantle densities, or an indication of a slightly thinner crust. The seismic 
velocity models by Fromm et al. (2017) and Planert et al. (2016) (black lines in the mentioned 
figures) image indeed a shallower Moho, which points to the latter.
The observed resistivity decrease below 80 – 100 km is only poorly resolved, yet these 
depths are in good agreement with the proposed lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary in this 
region (Fishwick, 2010; Maystrenko et al., 2013). The location of the vertical conductor C1 
along profile 3 in the joint data inversion (JI2) coincides with the identified change in crustal 
thickness and composition, however the reference studies do not reveal velocity or density 
anomalies. This strong vertical resistivity feature is also imprinted through cross-gradient 
coupling onto the density model, although previous gravity studies have not observed a density 
anomaly. The large residual along the Florianopolis Fracture Zone (Fig. 8c) indicates that this 
density anomaly rather contradicts the gravity data than fitting it, which is why we believe it is 
an artifact caused by the cross-gradient coupling. Many models can fit the gravity data. This 
means, that gravity inversion with cross-gradient coupling is a weak constraint in joint inversion.
It may lead to a strong imprint of resistivity structures on the inverted density model.  An 
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An alternative scheme of incorporating density data in MT inversion is coupling a fixed 
structural density model to the MT data inversion (JI1). The resistivity model resulting from this 
approach shows some significant model differences compared to the MT-only inversion model, 
while reaching an almost identical MT data fit. The increased roughness in the resulting 
resistivity model is clearly visible in the vertical slices in Figures 9 and 10b, and may be 
explained by the sharp boundaries in the blocky density cross-model (Fig. 9 and 10c). Higher 
roughness is also evident in the increased regularization term of the objective function compared 
to MT-only or joint data inversion JI2 (see Fig. 5). For the sedimentary layer, the interfaces 
introduced in the shallow conductors along profile 100 at ~3-5 km depth (Fig. 9b) are in 
accordance with the sediment thickness derived from seismic imaging by Fromm et al. (2017) 
and Goslin et al. (1974). Seismic imaging has a very good resolution of structural boundaries and
it is unlikely that the seismic velocity used for depth conversion of the reflector is very far off. 
Thus, the shallower seismically derived depth to basement seems more realistic than the depth 
derived from the MT models. As the sensitivity tests described above showed, the MT data 
cannot resolve the thickness and conductivity of the shallow sediments independently, but only 
its conductance, i.e. the thickness conductivity product. Thus, the resistivity model can be 
matched to seismic models by decreasing the sediment layer thickness while increasing its 
conductivity. However, the values required to match the sediment layer thickness imaged by 
seismic data would require some areas to have resistivities as low as 1 to 2 Ωm down to a depth 
of 5 km. Such average low resistivities are difficult to conceive for old thick sedimentary basins. 
In this structurally constrained inversion JI1, an additional conductor is placed within the 
basement underneath the sediments to account for the higher conductance required by the MT 
data. This could indicate the presence of thin, conductive layers in the upper crust, not resolved 
by gravity and seismic methods. Alternatively, initial smoothing followed by cross-gradient 
driven introduction of boundaries and the MT method’s sensitivity of conductance could lead to 
artifacts below the actual sediment base. Along profile 3, the areas of increased thickness in the 
conductive layer correlate with seismic observations of seaward dipping reflections (conductors 
C3, Fig. 10b). They include less pronounced shallow boundaries, which indicates that those 
conductors and their thickness is more reliable. We propose that the conductive incisions C3 in 
the continuous sediment layer south of Walvis Ridge are caused by inter-layered magmatic flows
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former pathways for magmatic material, which erupted episodically to form the alternating 
magmatic-sedimentary sequences (Elliott et al., 2009; Planke et al., 2000). The highest resistivity
values associated with magmatic underplating are further seaward (Fig. 9b, resistor R). However,
as a clear distinction of resistivities above ~2000 Ωm is difficult this apparent shift may be 
artificial. The structural cross model also imprints the horizontal Moho boundary onto the 
resistivity model (anomaly R, Fig. 9 & 10b). However, the variation in resistivity is rather small, 
but according to our sensitivity test g) a strong resistivity contrast at the seismic Moho is not 
compatible with the MT data. Thus, the smaller off-axis horizontal extent of this resistor, i.e. 
high values are confined to areas close to MT stations, cp. Fig. 11b, contradicts seismic 
observations of high velocity magmatic underplating all along the Namibian margin (Bauer et 
al., 2000; Gladczenko et al., 1998). The sensitivity tests h) and i) indicate limited resolution off-
profile axis. Therefore, we conclude that cross-gradient coupling of the fixed structural cross-
model used in this approach, causes this restriction due to the model’s large blocks with constant 
density. Within these blocks no gradients are enforced by cross-gradient coupling, and the 
resistivity inversion model remains mostly at starting model conditions where MT sensitivity is 
reduced. The observed weakening of anomaly C1, associated with the Florianopolis Fracture 
Zone challenges the existence of the great vertical extent of this feature in the MT-only and JI2 
models. The presence of the strong low-resistivity anomaly in this region and the absence of a 
matching velocity or density anomaly is enigmatic. One possible explanation may be a bias in 
the data of the MT stations sensitive to the anomaly or insufficient bathymetric resolution to 
account for the strong topography in the area. Key & Constable (2011) and Worzewski et al. 
(2012) describe the distortion of MT response by an adjacent coast. We propose that a similar 
effect, i.e. the sudden change in water depth, may be responsible for the magnitude of the 
conductive anomaly. This “coast effect” is manifested in the measured data in form of a strong 
apparent resistivity cusp and phase jumps. Forward model responses of our simple starting model
(including bathymetry and sediment cover) cannot account for these strong effects, which forces 
the inversion to include strong anomalies in the model. In the top view (Fig. 11), similar small 
scale, deep conductors are also visible close to stations 10 (just south of the profile crossing), and
23 (southern most), where lithological structure or water depth also change abruptly. Both of 
these features are significantly less pronounced in the density model constrained resistivity 
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suppressed by the coupling with a fixed structural cross-model. An alternative explanation for 
conductor C1 could be that a geological feature in this region is only associated with a resistivity 
anomaly, but not with a seismic or gravity anomaly. Such a process could be a difference in 
thermal subsidence between Walvis Ridge and the adjoining oceanic crust in the North creating 
fractures and allowing seawater to enter deep into the crust at the fracture zone. The already 
described sensitivity tests demonstrate that shallow low resistivities are needed for a reasonable 
MT data fit, but that those low values do not necessarily have to reach deep into the mantle but 
may be confined to the top 15-20 kilometers only. Crustal alteration down to this depth would be
conceivable.
The last inversion approach JI3, in which the fixed velocity model by Fromm et al. 
(2017) was used as the cross-model for a cross-gradient constrained inversion, differs from the 
previous coupling strategies because we performed a “quasi-2D” inversion on a narrow cube 
along profile P100 that strikes perpendicular to the coast. We conducted this coupling on the one 
hand to test the influence of different types of cross-models (i.e. blocky density versus smooth 
gradient velocity), and on the other hand to explore whether we can find an MT model which fits
those seismic observations. However, the different model scope and input data for the inversions 
make a direct comparison of the RMS data misfit impossible. To evaluate the misfit anyhow, we 
cut the central part around profile 100 from the other three 3D inversion models and calculated 
the misfit for these “quasi-2D” models and the data of these 23 stations only. The data misfits for
these MT-only, density constrained (JI1), and joint data inversion (JI2) resistivity models are all 
approximately 4.4, while the MT-only inversion for narrow model reaches a minimum misfit of 
3.84. We therefore conclude that the RMS of 4.03 that was reached with JI3, is acceptable. The 
discrepancy of ~0.2 to the MT-only inversion indicates that this form of coupling is the strongest
constraint used in our study, because we could not reach the same low misfit attained by 
unconstrained inversion. The velocity model may not change during inversion and since it has 
fewer areas of constant value (compared to the density cross model in JI1), the MT solution 
space is confined most. Model roughness is significantly reduced compared to the density model-
coupled inversion. This increased smoothness originates from the nature of the gradient velocity 
model, which has fewer strong boundaries. However, the cross-model’s strong gradients at the 
sediment-crust interface still introduce some patchiness in the upper part of the resistivity model.
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conductors indicate thinner sediment cover compared to the MT-only resistivity model (anomaly 
C2 in Fig. 9f). They are in good agreement with seismic observations and robust according to our
sensitivity analysis. At the seismically imaged Moho depth, the resistivity model shows no 
variation, which may be explained by the smaller velocity gradient between crust and mantle, 
compared to the strong gradients in the upper part of the section which corresponds to a weaker 
cross-gradient coupling. Based on our sensitivity test d) (reducing the resistor’s thickness), we 
conclude that the resistivity structure does not change a lot at Moho depth, while seismic 
reflections clearly show a change in acoustic impedance. The weak cross-gradient coupling at 
this interface therefore serves our inversion results, because it does not enforce a false resistivity 
contrast. 
6 Conclusion
The cross-gradient coupled  inversion with a structural density model constraint (JI1) 
works best for the Namibia and Walvis Ridge MT data inversion. This inversion draws on the 
benefits from gravity modeling and includes a significant amount of information from seismic 
results, both directly and indirectly because Maystrenko et al. (2013) used seismic models to 
build their initial density model. This joint inversion results in geologically valuable model 
modifications such as thinner conductive sediment cover or intra-basement conductors, and a 
less pronounced impact of the Florianopolis Fracture Zone on electrical resistivity. Importantly, 
the resulting model has not only more details than a MT-only inversion, but also a higher 
confidence because it is constrained by several data sets while reaching almost the same misfit 
between the forward modeled data and the observed data. 
Combining gravity inversion with the weak cross-gradient coupling in joint inversion 
(JI2) results in only small modifications of the final resistivity model that will not change the 
geological interpretation. The large solution space of gravity data inversion cannot sufficiently 
constrain MT inversion. The density model shows mainly modifications mainly on model 
features, which we mistrust (i.e. up to 10 km deep sedimentary basins and density variations 
along a fracture zone reaching 150 km deep into the mantle). Direct parameter coupling may 
improve the joint MT-gravity data inversion in the future, but defining precise resistivity-density 
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The use of a gradual velocity model rather than a blocky density model for cross-gradient
constrained inversions (JI3) is promising, because the inversion resistivity model is also based on
smooth gradients, thus model roughness is decreased in the resulting resistivity model. This 
fixed-model joint inversion poses the strongest constraint in our study. However, the assumption 
of a “quasi-2D” inversion is not ideal and the low misfits of a full 3D inversion cannot be 
reached.
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